
NHC Learning, Teaching and
Research Committee Meeting
Wed 02 June 2021, 16:00 - 18:00

Microsoft Teams

Agenda

1. Apologies for absence

2. Declarations of interest

Members are invited to make a declaration of interest, either financial or non financial, in any item on the agenda and are
reminded that they may declare an interest at any time during the meeting.  

3. Minutes of the Meeting held on 17th March, 2021

There are circulated for approval the Minutes (report (FGP0621/03) of the Meeting of the Learning, Teaching and Research
Committee held on 17th March 2021.

The Committee is invited to approve the draft minutes. 

 3. LTRMin17.3.21.pdf (8 pages)

4. Action Sheet

There is circulated report (FGP0621/04) comprising the Action Sheet from the 17th March meeting of the Committee. 

The Committee is invited to note the progress on outstanding actions.  

 4. LTR Actions 17.3.21.pdf (1 pages)

5. Report from student member of the Board

Tia Cannop

There will follow report (LTR0621/05) by the student member of the Board.

The Committee is invited to note the terms of the report.

6. Quarterly Report from Director of Learning, Teaching & Quality

Anne Bremner

There is circulated report (LTR0621/06) by the Director of Learning, Teaching and Quality summarising the main learning,
teaching and quality issues which have arisen since the March meeting of the Committee, and providing an update on previous
items, where relevant.

The Committee is invited to note the terms of the report, and in particular the demonstration of Metis Reports Dashboard which
is to be provided at the meeting. 

 6. Director Learning Teaching Report June 2021.pdf (6 pages)
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7. NHC UHI Schools & NHS Liaison Lead Quarterly Report

Sophie Dunnett

There is circulated report (LTR0621/07) by the NHC UHI Schools and NHS Liaison Lead summarising the main actions and
outcomes since the March meeting of the Committee.

The Committee is invited to note the terms of the report. 

 7. Learning Teaching Board Report 02.06.21.pdf (4 pages)

8. Risk Register

Debbie Murray

There is circulated report (LTR0621/08) comprising the Risk Register to provide the Committee with monitoring information on
the risks relevant to this Committee.

The Committee is invited to note the current risk position in risk areas 1, 2, and 3, taking into account the decision of the Board
that a new Risk Register will be developed along with the College Strategic Plan for the years 2021 to 2025, and that when the
process is completed the new Risk Register will be presented to the Board of Management for comment and review.  

 8. Risk Register Cover Paper NHC LTR Committee Jun 2021.pdf (2 pages)
 8.1 Risk Register 25.5.21.pdf (12 pages)

9. ERI Plan 2021-22

Stuart Gibb

There is circulated report (LTR0621/09) by the Director of ERI inviting the Committee to note the latest draft version of the ERI
plan, The Committee is invited to note that this version, 2021-22, is a refresh of the previous year’s document: it seeks to bridge
the ERI's positioning to 2022-23 when more significant consideration and revision will be required:

-          Following approval of new UHI and NHC Strategic Plans and,

-          In the context of a rapidly changing external environment which brings both challenges and opportunities as outlined in the
document

It is recommended that the Committee note the terms of the draft Plan and note the invitation to send to the Secretary of the
Board by Wednesday 9th June 2021 written comments on the draft Plan.  The comments will be considered by the Director of
ERI.    

 9. ERI Plan Cover Sheet.pdf (2 pages)
 9.5 ERI Strategic Plan 202122.pdf (24 pages)
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Unapproved Circulated Draft Minutes
Agenda Item BOM0421/17.4

1

MINUTES OF THE LEARNING, TEACHING AND RESEARCH COMMITTEE MEETING
held on Wednesday 17th March, 2021 at 4 pm using Microsoft Teams

Present Mrs Heather McLean (Chair)
Mrs Debbie Murray – Interim Principal
Mr Patrick Murray
Mr John Hook (items 1 to 9 only)
Mrs Gillian Coghill (from item 5 to the end)
Mr Magnus Davidson 
Dr Peter Hylton
Miss Tia Cannop 

In attendance Mrs Anne Bremner, Director of Learning, Teaching and Quality
Professor Stuart Gibb, Director of ERI (for items 1 to 5 only)
Mrs Sophie Dunnett, NHC UHI Schools & NHS Liaison Lead 
Mrs Fiona Sinclair, Secretary to the Board of Management 

1. Apologies
Apologies for absence were intimated on behalf of Gillian Coghill whose internet connection had failed 
at the commencement of the meeting, and also from Andrew Brawley of HMI.         

2. Declarations of Interest
Members were invited to submit a declaration of interest in any item on the agenda.  Members were 
reminded that they could make a recommendation at any point during the meeting.  There were no 
declarations of interest.    

3. Draft Minutes of the Previous Meeting 
The Minutes of the meeting of the Committee held on 2nd December 2020, copies of which had been 
circulated with the agenda were held as read and were unanimously approved.  

4. Actions arising from previous meetings
There had been circulated report (LTR0321/04) detailing the actions arising from the Learning, Teaching 
and Research Committee meeting held on 2 December 2020.  These actions were considered and 
decisions made as shown in the following table:

Action Description and Responsible Person Decision
LTR0920/3 Low Student Survey Satisfaction - The Committee requested 

that a follow up report on the low student survey 
satisfaction be made when a review of the survey is 
completed.  The Director of Learning Teaching and Quality 
explained that this action is still ongoing due to the cyber 
security incident which has had an impact on accessing 
information.  The Committee noted the position.   Director 
of Learning, Teaching & Quality

The Committee 
agreed that the 
action be regarded 
as ongoing.
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Learning and Teaching Report - The Director to ensure that 
staff know that the Committee is fully aware of the staff 
commitment and the difficulties which the staff have 
encountered in their work since March 2020, and that the 
Committee is fully supportive of staff.   Director of Learning, 
Teaching and Quality

The Director of 
LT&Q having 
reported to the 
Curriculum Leaders 
group, this action 
was closed. 

LTR1220/05

Report to Committee by Staff Representative – the 
Committee noted the very serious situation, and stated that 
this long term, urgent problem will be reported to the Board.  
The Interim Principal said that she will have discussions offline 
about the situation and said that colleagues in the 
management team will work together on this.  She said that 
she would like to give some thought to the situation before 
feeding back to the Committee Interim Principal

The Interim Principal 
reported that this is 
a regular item at 
PRG meetings, and it 
is being progressed.  
This action is 
ongoing.  

LTR1220/06 Rural Health – The Committee agreed that the  NHC UHI 
Schools & NHS Liaison Lead contact Michelle Johnstone, Area 
Manager North for NHS Highland with a view to initiating 
progress in Rural Health   NHC UHI Schools & NHS Liaison 
Lead 

The Committee 
noted that this 
action had been 
delayed due to the 
cyber incident.  This 
action is ongoing. 

5. ERI Quarterly Report   
There was circulated ERI Quarterly Staffing Update report (HR0321/05) by the Director of the 
Environmental Research Institute summarising the main research related matters since the December 
meeting of the Committee, together with updates on previous items where relevant.  

The Director explained that the report was in a new format of three sections – Update and newsletter, 
action tracker and ERI pipeline document.

1. Update
Update One – New Projects - Professor Gibb described the ERI’s current participation in various 
collaborative proposals that have secured funding, the interdisciplinary nature of the projects and the 
range of partners and funding bodies involved.  Although the new developments were exciting, the 
different funding bodies made the working environment more complicated.  
Update Two – Impact of Covid 19 on PhD progression - Professor Gibb described the significant impact 
of Covid restrictions on PhD research programmes particularly in the early stages of programmes or 
where the programmes have significant lab or field components.  Different funders have different 
responses to the situation.  A financial review is being undertaken to facilitate a better understanding 
of ‘financial exposure’ and ‘risks’.  This will enable PhD students to be appropriately supported while 
impacts on completions are minimised.  Risks are included in the risk register.  This has been added to 
the action tracker.
Update Three – Staff and student mobility - Professor Gibb explained the impact of Brexit, the 
consequent cessation of the ERI’s involvement in the Erasmus Programme, and the UK Government’s 
Turing Scheme providing only partial replacement of Erasmus.  The UHI now has approval to participate 
in the University of the Arctic (UArctic) North2North programme promoting student mobility between 
Nordic and Arctic partners which will be of increasing importance.   He said that the University is 
developing a better understanding of opportunities which can have a positive impact on staff and 
students’ mobility and international collaborations.  
This has been added to the action tracker.
Update Four – the Newsletter.
 The Committee noted the Updates as referred to in the report and described by Professor Gibb.
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6.

2. Action Tracker 
Professor Gibb asked the Committee to note progress made against the actions listed in the tracker, all 
as discussed previously at the Learning, Teaching and Research Committee meetings.  He explained 
that the only change being proposed this time is in relation to ERI strategy.  

3. Pipeline Report
Professor Gibb explained that the Pipeline report had already been reviewed by the Finance and 
General Purposes Committee   

At this point Gillian Coghill arrived at the meeting.

In response to a question from the Chair regarding progress with staffing, the Interim Principal 
explained she had spoken to Colleges Scotland regarding the issue, and that a paper would be provided 
by the HR Manager within a couple of weeks for the next Finance and General purposes Committee 
meeting.  

 In response to a question from Patrick Murray the Director explained that the Research Excellence 
Framework is the system for assessing the quality of research in UK higher educational institutions.   He 
said that the UHI although mid table among Scottish Universities, is the highest ranked modern 
University in Scotland, and in relation to Environmental Sciences is third in the table.  The Director 
undertook to provide a presentation on the Research Excellence Framework for the next meeting of 
the Committee.

The Committee noted the ERI updates, reviewed and approved the Research Action tracker and noted 
the progress outlined in the ERI pipeline overview. 

Action – the Director of ERI to provide a presentation on the Research Excellence Framework for the 
next meeting of the Committee

Principal Recruitment
Before leaving the meeting, Professor Gibb requested a progress report on the recruitment of a 
permanent Principal for NHC.  He said that although leadership is provided on an interim basis there is 
a need for Directors to be able to anchor decisions for the future into leadership, and this is not possible 
in an interim situation.   He stressed that he was making absolutely no criticism of the Interim Principal.  

In reply, the Committee Chair advised that the interview panel intended for the final interviews to be 
conducted on a face to face basis, and that the restriction on travel had meant face to face interviews 
had until now been impossible.  However, following the First Minister’s announcement on 16th March, 
there was greater understanding of the situation, the Board Chair was looking into the issue, and it may 
now be possible to find a way forward towards face to face interviews at an early stage.     

7. NHC UHI Schools and NHS Liaison Lead Quarterly Report 
There was circulated report (LTR0321/06) by the  NHC UHI Schools & NHS Liaison Lead summarising the 
main actions and outcomes of the liaison project since the December meeting of the Committee.  

For the Senior Phase, Mrs Dunnett explained that the application and enrolment data figures look very 
encouraging with apparent growth across the board.  In response to questions from members Mrs 
Dunnett explained that most courses would be delivered on schedule, although there have been some 
difficulties in delivery where courses have a practical element due to Covid.  There had also been some 
difficulty with High School pupil engagement, for example due to technology problems, and sometimes 
due to timetable clashes between the College and the Schools. These issues were being addressed with 
Highland Council.  Mrs Dunnett expressed concern that currently, due to the cyber incident, the 
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8.

application system could not accept applications.  A backup solution for applications is to be used if 
required.     

In relation to the UHI Update on Strategic Themes, Mrs Dunnett spoke in more detail about the 
Highland Senior Phase website and the recently held online engagement events detailed in the report.  
She said that there is continued development of the website, and encouraged committee members to 
look at the Senior Phase area on the HSP website, a new collaborative development between NHC, 
Inverness College UHI and West Highland College UHI.  This is a legacy resource which people can access 
at any time of year.  There are short video presentations, some on YouTube, by members of academic 
staff and by some pupils.  There had been a launch event through evening sessions but the website’s 
advantage was that people could refer to it and watch its videos at any time.  There are also clips for 
people who are home educating.  Online guidance sessions take place, and there have been online 
Senior Phase question and answers sessions for schools.   It was noted that around one fifth of the NHC 
credits come from school link provision, which also provides progression opportunities for young 
people in to full time college courses. 

In relation to Rural Health, Mrs Dunnett explained that she is compiling a summary of activity to date 
which will be sent to NHS Highland local area managers in the hope of re-initiating discussions. The 
report will be shared with Committee and sent to NHS Highland when the current difficulties accessing 
files are resolved.  

The Committee noted the terms of the report and noted that going forward these quarterly reports 
will be standing items on the Committee agenda.  

Director of Learning, Teaching and Quality Quarterly Report 
There was circulated report (LTR0321/07) by the Director of Learning, Teaching and Quality 
summarising the main Learning, Teaching and Quality matters which have arisen since the December 
meeting of the Committee.    

Student Activity Targets – the Committee noted that HE targets have already been met.  Due to a 
shortfall caused by Covid-19 it was not expected that FE targets would be met this year.  The anticipated 
outturn position of around 11200 credits is not expected to be met as one full time course is starting 
later than planned. 

Recruitment – fulltime FE numbers are expected to increase due to a cohort of Nigg students arriving 
after Easter.  The FE picture is mixed across the college sector with many colleges seeing a downturn.  
It is not possible to show the Committee the graphs and data on the new dashboard on Bridge reporting 
due to the cyber incident.  Recruitment for degree programmes, in RUK (rest of the UK) and in 
International categories have all increased.  

Applications for 2021/22 – there is a slight increase on last year in HE full-time programme applications, 
which may not all convert to enrolments.  There was a significant reduction in students from EU 
countries at NHC and right across the UHI partnership.  Any such students will from next session be 
counted as international.  In FE full-time programmes there has been a significant drop, with current 
applications only 56 per cent of levels from the same time last year.  This may partly be due to students 
being encouraged to stay at school rather than go to College, and partly due to students not wishing to 
study with revised adjustments to course delivery.  The Marketing Team have been promoting FE, 
working on the website, issuing stylised emails, holding online open days, ensuring enhanced video 
content and increased social media presence.  

The cyber incident has had a broader impact on all the programmes.  People can’t physically apply for 
courses at present.  The UHI is getting a workaround set up.  Up to date information on the incident is 
available on the UHI website although due to the incident being the subject of an ongoing police 
investigation only very limited information is being shared publicly.  
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In response to questions from members, the Director explained that she is very concerned about the 
significant reduction in FE applications.  The issue is sector wide.  As the furlough scheme has been 
extended, many people who may otherwise be unemployed and applying for college courses are 
currently on furlough.  The Interim Principal had spoken to representatives of other Colleges in other 
parts of Scotland in a similar situation and there is a sector wide concern and a belief that young people 
are being encouraged to stay on at school rather than go to College.  The uncertainty is very concerning. 

The Director explained that the SFC had said that there would be no penalty from the SFC if the College 
did not meet its FE target during 19/20 or 20/21.  However, they had remained silent on whether there 
would be a penalty if the targets for 21/22 are not met.  The Director explained that there isn’t 
timetable capacity to increase student numbers in 20/21 and the College’s inability to meet target is 
wholly due to Covid.  Colleges in the Highlands and Islands have a different profile to other areas with 
many more part-time students, and that UHI regional college credit profile is being explained to the 
SFC so that it can be taken into consideration for the future regional credit allocation.

Apprenticeship Data – the Director explained the data on foundation and modern apprenticeships.  The 
significant impact of covid on Modern Apprenticeships was noted with the engineering sector not 
taking on new students, students already in the engineering sector having been furloughed, hospitality 
students withdrawing due to not being able to meet SVQ requirements at work, and care students 
dropping out due to the covid environment.

Business Continuity –EIS Strike, Cyber Incident and Covid Pandemic      
(a) EIS strike – the Director explained that a local dispute with some colleges had escalated to a national 
dispute.  The strike planned for 26th March was called off, and the Director was currently awaiting the 
outcome of proposals between the EIS and the Employers Association.  If the Employers Association do 
not ratify the proposal there will be a strike day in two weeks, with various strike days scheduled 
thereafter. The Interim Principal explained that she will be attending the Employers Association 
meeting and that she is hopeful of a positive outcome.

(b)Cyber incident – the Director explained that this is a serious incident which had had a significant 
impact on Learning, Teaching and on Assessments, causing further stress and anxiety for staff and 
students.   She had met with Curriculum leaders earlier in the day and had learned about the variable 
levels of disruption.  The shared drives which had contained many learning materials under 
development, assessment evidence, assessment tasks, marked assessments and lists of student passes 
was no longer accessible.  This gave rise to questions such as whether students would require to be 
reassessed.         

There is uncertainty as to when documents will become available again.  In some cases, staff are forced 
to use their own equipment to print documents, which costs money.  One member of staff has gone 
on sick leave.  Staff feel as though they are not getting sufficient information from the UHI updates and 
access to the UHI website.  It is felt that staff need the reassurance of NHC updates too. Staff are 
frustrated and concerned that they are now unable to do their jobs.  The IT staff are fully engaged on 
the cyber incident so staff may have to wait for responses to other IT concerns raised with the team.  

To try to alleviate some of the problems, there have been “helping one another” sessions which have 
been well attended and well received.  Staff have been shown how to access Onedrive, a cloud based 
document storage system.  It should also be noted that it has been possible to make payments of 
student bursaries on time.     

Curriculum leaders are being asked where the gaps are in learning materials and for suggestions 
regarding other resources.  Other colleges in the sector will be approached for assistance.  The situation 
is very challenging for both staff and students.
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Dr Hylton, staff representative on the Board was invited to comment.   Dr Hylton explained that many 
staff do not have access to the Onedrive as it is not accessible on College provided computers.  Even 
though they had been instructed not to use USB sticks Dr Hylton said that many staff had in fact been 
using them, and had they not, they would have been left with no work at all.  Staff were already 
overloaded with unmanageable workloads, and now they had the added frustration of having lost 
assessment questions or solutions on the Xdrive.  Although the IT experts are confident that there will 
be a backup there is no information as to when it will be recovered, therefore it is impossible to plan.  

Magnus Davidson, support staff representative on the Board, agreed with Dr Hylton’s comments.  He 
said that there was a cruel irony that people who had used their own IT equipment despite the College 
instruction to use only College IT equipment were now in a better place.  He expressed concern about 
the reputational impact – should he try to present work which isn’t very good due to work being lost, 
or not present at all?  He asked whether there were enough staff in the College’s IT department to deal 
with this issue, and expressed concern that staff are not being adequately informed about timescales 
for document recovery.  Mr Davidson emphasised that students are being very understanding of the 
difficult situation and said that the Helping Each Other sessions to which the Director had referred have 
been well received by staff.  

In response to the several issues raised, the Interim Principal said that efforts would be made to recruit 
bank staff to assist, and to make sure Directors are speaking to line managers to ensure staff are getting 
recognition for the extra hours they are working.  The Interim Principal anticipated difficulties in 
attracting additional IT staff, and undertook to speak to Magnus Davidson about conferences and 
reputational damage offline.  The Interim Principal undertook to issue further communication to NHC 
staff before the end of the week.  

In response to a question as to whether the staff could be given a short break just now, the Director of 
Learning, Teaching and Quality explained that the College closes to students for a two week Easter 
break in two weeks’ time, and any extra break would require staff and union consultation.  There is an 
added pressure from the Government asking colleges to get students through their courses with as few 
deferrals as possible.  In engineering, construction, hair and beauty courses, students are not getting 
the practice they require and will struggle to recover the situation now.  She explained that the Scottish 
Government and the SQA are aware of the NHC cyber incident and its impact.  

In response to a question from the Board as to whether the NHC was obtaining assistance from other 
establishments with similar experience, the Interim Principal explained that NHC and UHI are not taking 
a local or insular route towards recovery.  The UHI Information Systems team is working with a 
company who have prior experience of the situation which arose at Dundee and Angus College in 
Dundee, and the team is using best practice.  The interim Principal added that further work on 
communications with staff would be given priority. 

Magnus Davidson said that he felt staff were due an apology from the UHI Executive team for the 
situation, as staff have an expectation that IT systems will work and find it incredibly frustrating when 
they don’t.    

(c)Covid Pandemic – it was noted that up to 5 per cent of students are now allowed back on campus 
but the College can only operate in accordance with the Government guidance.  IT staff have been 
diverted from issues arising from staff working at home to the sophisticated and complex cyber 
incident.  Magnus Davidson pointed out the wider feeling among support staff that there is an 
increased cost to working at home not covered by the tax benefit.  He felt that the one-off payment 
given by the College at the end of November could in fact now be repeated.  There is also frustration 
from ERI teaching staff regarding contractual issues.  Support staff are carrying out increased teaching 
work in ERI yet not being remunerated for it.  The Interim Principal undertook to speak to Mr Davidson 
after the meeting on this issue. 

The Committee noted the terms of the Director’s report and the wide-reaching discussion.  
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There being no further business the meeting closed 6.20 pm. 

Committee Chairperson
Information recorded in College minutes are subject to release under the Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002 
(FOI(S)A).  Certain exemptions apply: financial information relating to procurement items still under tender, legal 
advice from College lawyers, items related to national security.  

Notes taken to help record minutes are also subject to Freedom of Information requests, and should be destroyed as 
soon as minutes are approved.

Status of Minutes Open  Closed  

An open item is one over which there would be no issues for the College in releasing the information to the public in 
response to a freedom of information request.  

A closed item is one that contains information that could be withheld from release to the public because an exemption 
under the Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002 applies.  

9.

10.

Action – Interim Principal to issue communication to staff on or before 20th March.

Update from Student Representative on the Board 
There was circulated report (LTR0321/08) by the student representative on the Board providing an 
update on activity since the last meeting of the Committee.    Weekly online drop in sessions for 
students and a monthly student newspaper had been introduced.  In addition, some students have 
reported difficulties getting access to Webex classes. The Director of Learning, Teaching and Quality 
explained that she is aware of the Webex problem.  

The Committee noted the terms of the report and asked Miss Cannop to pass on to her fellow students 
the Board’s appreciation of students’ understanding of the position of the College and its staff in the 
current challenging climate.  

At this point John Hook left the meeting. 

 Risk Register
There was circulated report (LTR0321/09) by the Interim Principal comprising the Risk Register for 
Learning, Teaching and Research.  

Risk Area 1 – Curriculum – the Interim Principal explained that she recommended leaving the risk 
position as shown.  The credit target won’t be met and the UHI curriculum review is ongoing.

Risk Area 2 – Services – The Interim Principal explained that Services have been particularly affected by 
Covid.  She suggested there was a need to look at responding and supporting people better though 
there is a lot of good work going on across the UHI Partnership where people are working together and 
learning from each other.  The Interim Principal recommended leaving the risk position as stated.  

Risk Area 3 – Research – The Interim Principal explained that having discussed this area with the 
Director of ERI sh was recommending no change to the risk position, there still being concerns around 
the Covid pandemic and PhD progression.   

The Committee endorsed the risk position for the Learning, Teaching and Research Committee as 
recommended by the Interim Principal.
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The College may also be asked for information contained in minutes about living individuals, under the terms of the 
Data Protection Act 1988.  It is important that fact, rather than opinion, is recorded.  

Do the minutes contain items which may be contentious under the terms of the Data Protection Act 1988?
Yes  No  

Signed by the Chair _______________________________________

Date ___________________________________________________

ACTION SHEET

 

Action Description Responsible Person
LTR0920/3 Low Student Survey Satisfaction - The Committee requested 

that a follow up report on the low student survey 
satisfaction be made when a review of the survey is 
completed.  The Director of Learning Teaching and Quality 
explained that this action is still ongoing due to the cyber 
security incident which has had an impact on accessing 
information.  The Committee noted the position.   

Director of Learning, 
Teaching & Quality

LTR1220/05 Report to Committee by Staff Representative – the 
Committee noted the very serious situation, and stated that 
this long term, urgent problem will be reported to the Board.  
The Interim Principal said that she will have discussions offline 
about the situation and said that colleagues in the 
management team will work together on this.  She said that 
she would like to give some thought to the situation before 
feeding back to the Committee

Interim Principal

LTR1220/06 Rural Health – The Committee agreed that the NHC UHI 
Schools & NHS Liaison Lead contact Michelle Johnstone, 
Area Manager North for NHS Highland with a view to 
initiating progress in Rural Health   The Committee noted 
that this action had been delayed due to the cyber 
incident.  

NHC UHI Schools & 
NHS Liaison Lead 

LTR0321/05 ERI Quarterly Report – the Director of ERI to provide a 
presentation on the Research Excellence Framework for the 
next meeting of the Committee

Director of ERI

LTR0321/07 Learning, Teaching and Quality Quarterly report - Interim 
Principal to issue communication to staff on or before 20th 
March.

Interim Principal
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ACTION SHEET – 17 March, 2021

 

Action Description Responsible Person
LTR0920/3 Low Student Survey Satisfaction - The Committee requested 

that a follow up report on the low student survey 
satisfaction be made when a review of the survey is 
completed.  The Director of Learning Teaching and Quality 
explained that this action is still ongoing due to the cyber 
security incident which has had an impact on accessing 
information.  The Committee noted the position.   

Director of Learning, 
Teaching & Quality

LTR1220/05 Report to Committee by Staff Representative – the 
Committee noted the very serious situation, and stated that 
this long term, urgent problem will be reported to the Board.  
The Interim Principal said that she will have discussions offline 
about the situation and said that colleagues in the 
management team will work together on this.  She said that 
she would like to give some thought to the situation before 
feeding back to the Committee

Interim Principal

LTR1220/06 Rural Health – The Committee agreed that the NHC UHI 
Schools & NHS Liaison Lead contact Michelle Johnstone, 
Area Manager North for NHS Highland with a view to 
initiating progress in Rural Health   The Committee noted 
that this action had been delayed due to the cyber 
incident.  

NHC UHI Schools & 
NHS Liaison Lead 

LTR0321/05 ERI Quarterly Report – the Director of ERI to provide a 
presentation on the Research Excellence Framework for the 
next meeting of the Committee

Director of ERI

LTR0321/07 Learning, Teaching and Quality Quarterly report - Interim 
Principal to issue communication to staff on or before 20th 
March.

Interim Principal
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LTR0621/06

12/3/2021 Page 1

Board of Management

Title: Director of Learning, Teaching and Quality Quarterly Report

Meeting and date: Learning, Teaching and Research Committee 2nd June 2021 

Author: Anne Bremner, Director of Learning, Teaching and Quality

Link to Strategic Plan: Yes      Aim 1,2,3,5 &6

Resource implications: Some of the items in this report will involve the use of staffing 
resources, for example, the work required by college staff to drive 
forward college enhancement themes (e.g. learner engagement, 
peer review).   

Risk assessment: Yes   ensure committee are kept informed of key L&T and quality 
matters.  

If yes, please specify:
Organisational: Governance

Equality and Diversity 
Issues:

None identified

Status – Confidential / 
Non-Confidential

Non-confidential

Freedom of Information
Can this paper be included 
in “open” business

Yes 

If a paper should not be included within “open” business, please highlight below the reason.

Its disclosure would substantially 
prejudice a programme of research 
(S27)

☐
Its disclosure would substantially 
prejudice the effective conduct of public 
affairs (S30)

☐

Its disclosure would substantially 
prejudice the commercial interests of 
any person or organisation (S33)

☐
Its disclosure would constitute a breach 
of confidence actionable in court (S36) ☐

Its disclosure would constitute a breach 
of the Data Protection Act (S38) ☐

Other (Please give further details)
☐

For how long must the paper be withheld? 
(Express as either the time which needs to pass 
or a condition which needs to be met.)
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LTR0621/06

12/3/2021 Page 2

Recommendation(s)

The committee are asked to note the report.  A demonstration of Metis Reports Dashboard to be 
provided at the meeting.  There are no other proposals contained in this report which is for 
information and committee questions. 

Purpose of report

This report is provided by the Director of Learning, Teaching and Quality, as a standing item to LTR 
committee, to summarise the main L&T and quality matters since the previous LTR meeting, together 
with any updates on previous items, where relevant.

Key points

1. Student Activity Targets v Actual – current position 2020/21 as at 11/5/21 - no significant change to 
report

2.  Recruitment 2020/21 - no significant change to report

3.  Applications 2021/22 - overall, applications across FE and HE are down between 18-28% across 
most categories of application, although there has been an improvement in levels of FE FT 
applications.  Only HE FT applications show an increase since last year, up 12%.   
 
4. Business Continuity – Covid, Strike and Cyber incident 

 EIS lecturer strike suspended
 Improving picture regards impact of cyber incident, but some disruption remains
 Number of expected student deferrals low overall due to Covid.
 Different operational issues remain due to impact of cyber incident and Covid.

5. Research – nothing new to report

6. Analysis of NSS Survey results – college overall satisfaction was the lowest in UHi at 65.5%, reported 
at LTR in Sept 2020.  The Director of LTQ agreed to provide further information on completion of more 
detailed analysis. Key areas of dissatisfaction by question category and which saw the biggest drop in 
satisfaction from 2019 relate to assessment and feedback (-20%), learning community (-18%) student 
voice (-14%) and learning resources (-12.5%). The lowest individual question score related to learning 
community at 55% satisfaction. An action plan is currently being compiled to address the issues raised. 
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Report to the Learning, Teaching & Research Committee on 2nd June 2021

Director of Learning, Teaching and Quality Report

1. Student Activity Targets v Actual – current position 2020/21 as at 11/5/21

Target Actual
 

Variance Change 
since last 

LTR
FE
(Credits)

12558 10827 -1731 +5

HE 
(FTEs)

UG 371 379.9 +8.9 -

PGT 19.1 19.7 +0.6 -
PGDE 4 4 0 -

Key:-
UG – undergraduate (Scottish and EU)
PGT – Post Graduate taught (all categories of student home location)
PGDE - Professional Graduate Diploma in Education (Primary and Secondary education)
FTE – Full time equivalent (15 credits for HN, 120 credits for degree)

Nothing of significance to report since last LTR.

2.  Recruitment 2020/21

Trend data to be demonstrated in Metis reports dashboard at committee.  

There is little movement on additional student numbers for 2020/21 for either FE or HE since 
last reported at LTR.   

3.  Applications 2021/22

 FE

 Applications for FE full-time programmes have improved from being 44% down to 18% 
down from the same time last year.

 Applications for FE part time programmes are down by 28% from last year.  This is 
predominantly due to a reduction in school link applications.

HE

 Applications for HE full-time programmes are 12% up on the same time last year, but 
this increase is limited to a few courses, not all of which will convert into enrolments 
e.g. PGDE Primary, Golf management, MSc Sustainable Energy Solutions.  

 Applications for HE part-time programmes are 25% down on the same time last year.
 There is a significant decrease in applications from new EU students due to Brexit.
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4.  Business Continuity – Covid Pandemic, EIS Strike and Cyber Incident

a) Cyber Incident
 Whilst there has now been an improvement following the cyber incident, ongoing 

issues remain in some areas although the impact is variable across teams.  
 Many teams have been able to recover key files and folders since Easter which is 

helping, however, some IT issues remain with laptop builds which result in simple 
tasks taking longer than required.  The process of rebuilding laptops has begun 
across teams to resolve these issues but will take time to complete.

 Staff training on the new system has been delayed due to lack of resource, which 
has been directed to file recovery at present. 

 Limited printing and no scanning capability is an issue for sending required 
documents to SQA.

b) EIS Strike Action
 An agreement has been reached between the Colleges and EIS and strike action 

has been suspended.  Thankfully, there has been minimum disruption to our 
classes, with numbers on strike reducing from 11 to 4 over the period of industrial 
action.   

c)  Covid Pandemic   
 Issues presented previously still remain within some teams re staff workload, IT, 

student engagement, work placement, QA requirements of SQA for some courses. 
 This is the busiest and most stressful term for staff and students which has been 

exacerbated by the issues caused by the cyber incident and there are concerns 
that some staff are at breaking point.

 Significant ongoing work for teaching staff and the quality team focussing on 
assessment and associated quality assurance. 

 Practical classes have resumed across all campuses together with some non-
practical classes where student engagement is an issue.

 Numbers of anticipated student deferrals are relatively low across the college, 
which is positive, however, this masks the total number of withdrawals throughout 
the year.  

 All onsite school link activity has resumed.

5.  Research – Teaching Staff

The LTR Committee requested a note of any specific research activity carried out by teaching 
staff, other than those staff in ERI, to be reported at each meeting.   There is no new activity to 
report to this meeting.  However, teams are actively considering when and how they can 
engage in more research activity. 

6. Analysis of National Student Survey Results

It was previously reported at the September 2020 LTR that the college NSS overall 
satisfaction rate is the lowest it has been for over 5 years and is the lowest across the UHI 
partnership.  This was partly due to scores for Engineering Systems HND (scoring 79% for 
Overall Satisfaction from a sample of 14, albeit this is an improvement from last year). HND 
Engineering accounts for half of our respondents in the 19/20 survey.  Committee are 
reminded that the number of students participating in the survey is low in comparison to our 
overall number of HE students (29 responses were received from a sample of 42, approx 5% 
of our HE student population).

There was an action to analyse the survey results in more detail, which follows. 
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North Highland College UHI fell below the university scores for all question scales - see 
question categories in table below. The lowest individual question score related to learning 
community at 55% satisfaction, with the largest drops in satisfaction relating to assessment 
and feedback (-20%), learning community (-18%) and student voice (-14%) and learning 
resources (-12.5%).

Further detailed question analysis findings:-
 Assessment and feedback – 55% satisfaction with timeliness of feedback; 65% 

advance knowledge of criteria for marking, 72% marking and assessment is fair and 
83% that helpful comments were received.

 Learning community – 44% satisfaction with feeling part of a community; opportunities 
to work with other students 69% 

 Student voice - 61% satisfaction with having opportunities to provide feedback; 45% 
clear about how student feedback has been acted upon; 39% that HISA effectively 
represents students' academic interests.

 Learning resources – 58% satisfaction that IT resources and facilities supported 
learning well.; 69% that library resources supported learning; 79% being able to 
access course-specific resources when needed.

UHI NHC NHC NHC NHC
2020 2020 2019 2018 2017

The teaching 
on my course

85.4 78.5 76 79 82

Learning 
opportunities

n/a n/a 83 76 79

Assessment 
and feedback

77.2 68.1 89 84 75

Academic 
support

82.1 74.7 82 79 79

Organisation 
and 
management

73.7 70.1 75 70 76

Learning 
resources

82.5 69.0 84 78 73

Learning 
community

73.1 55.2 81 73 66

Student voice 74.9 60.9 72 63 76
Overall 
Satisfaction 

82.2 65.5 81 82 79

Summary

 The college sample involved students across 17 different programmes, 14 of which are 
networked degree programmes and 3 locally taught HND (or equivalent) programmes. 
7 of these networked degree programmes are led by NHC. The low score for learning 
community may indicate a correlation with small numbers of students studying locally 
as part of networked programmes, often with only 1 student at a campus.  Part time 
engineering students on HND have limited in college attendance and work for different 
employers, making it more challenging to develop learning communities. 

 There is no doubt that lockdown from March impacted staff and students significantly, 
all of whom had to suddenly work differently using technologies that many had never 
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used before and who no longer had physical contact with peers.  I believe this to be 
one factor in staff being able to provide timely feedback at that time.    However, this 
has been an issue in the past for some staff so will need to be reviewed with staff on 
the programmes in question.   

 The college is currently reviewing its learner engagement strategy, including the 
effectiveness of our communication strategy with students.  HISA will be acting on the 
specific feedback relating to their role in the student voice.  

 There were challenges with IT access once students went into lockdown last year 
which may account for the lower satisfaction rate with resources.   

 An overarching action plan which addressed key issues from all student surveys in the 
year is in the process of being developed.  
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Board of Management

Title: NHC UHI Schools & NHS Liaison Lead Quarterly Report

Meeting and date: Learning, Teaching and Research Committee, 02 June 2021

Author: Sophie Dunnett

Link to Strategic Plan: Yes      Aim 1, 4, 5

Resource implications: For the successful outcome of this project, appropriate staffing 
resource levels will require to be secured either through an additional 
resource funded from new income streams or from within the current 
staffing resource.   

Risk assessment: Yes    Ensure committee are kept informed of actions and outcomes 
resulting from Senior Phase and Rural Health projects

If yes, please specify:
Organisational: Governance

Equality and Diversity 
Issues:

None identified

Status – Confidential / Non 
Confidential

Non-confidential

Freedom of Information
Can this paper be included 
in “open” business

Yes 

If a paper should not be included within “open” business, please highlight below the reason.

Its disclosure would substantially 
prejudice a programme of research 
(S27)

☐
Its disclosure would substantially 
prejudice the effective conduct of public 
affairs (S30)

☐

Its disclosure would substantially 
prejudice the commercial interests of 
any person or organisation (S33)

☐
Its disclosure would constitute a breach 
of confidence actionable in court (S36) ☐

Its disclosure would constitute a breach 
of the Data Protection Act (S38) ☐

Other (Please give further details)
☐

For how long must the paper be withheld? 
(Express as either the time which needs to pass 
or a condition which needs to be met.)
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Recommendation(s)

The committee are asked to note the report.  This report moving forward will form a quarterly 
update for the Board. 

Purpose of report

This report is provided by the NHC UHI Senior Phase & NHS Liaison Lead, as a standing item to 
LTR committee, to summarise the main actions and outcomes.  Moving forward this will also 
act as an update on previous reports, where relevant.

Report to the Learning, Teaching & Research Committee on 02 June 2021
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Senior Phase

Application / Enrolment data: 

School Applications 
2019/20

Applications 
2020/21 *

Applications 
2021/22

Home Educated 3 15 11
Thurso HS 136 142 84*
Wick HS 82 93 73
Farr HS 12 16 7
Golspie HS 57 58 7
Dornoch Academy 54 36 26
Tain RA 67 39 26
Invergordon Academy 67 60 23
Alness Academy 25 50 34
Fortrose Academy 9 15 9
Dingwall Academy 11 29 25
Kinlochbervie HS 2 3 1
Culloden Academy 3 0 1
Charlestown Academy 0 4 4
Grantown Grammar 0 8 5
Nairn Academy 0 18 0**
Ullapool HS 0 2 5
Oban HS 0 1 0
Gairloch High School 0 0 5
Kingussie High School 0 0 29
Portree High School 0 0 2

Total 528 586 383

*Further applications still outstanding; awaiting confirmation of numbers.
*Delivery by WHC in 2021-22

Applications remain open for all programmes with the exception of four which are over-subscribed; 
Nat 4 / 5 Engineering North delivery, SVQ 1 / 2 Professional Cookery Sutherland delivery.  Oher 
programmes which have attracted significant applications are Nat 5 / Higher Psychology, Early 
Learning & Childcare North delivery, Rural Skills Nat 5, Kingussie HS.

A number of programmes have already been identified as non-viable to deliver; Mental Health & 
Wellbeing (3 applications), Nat 4 Computing Science North delivery (4), Rural Skills Nat 4 North 
delivery (4 applications), NPA Exercise and Fitness Leadership North delivery (1 application), SVQ 1 /2 
Professional Cookery North delivery (3 applications). 

Engineering Nat 4/5 and Construction Nat 4/5 is not been offered in any of our Sutherland and South 
schools with the exception of Tain Royal Academy (inhouse staffing provision).  The EBE curriculum 
team in conjunction with local employers and Highland Council staff are carrying out an extensive 
review of our future provision and the staffing model required.  In 2020-21, this provision accounted 
for 79 applications and as such has impacted on the application numbers within some of our schools.
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There have been discussions with our UHI partners Inverness and West Highland College, who have 
both expressed similar concerns about application numbers.  Anecdotally we believe that the current 
application figures reflect a number of  ongoing issues:

1. Disruption to delivery in 2020-21 due to covid and reluctant by schools / pupils to apply for 
courses with less than 100% face-to-face delivery

2. Pupils remaining at school but opting for in-school provision due to familiarity
3. Guidance staff’s inability to prioritise the options within our senior phase offering due to the 

sheer workload for school staff
4. Inability to market our courses in the usual manner through schools events.

 
We will, as in previous years, continue to advertise (newspaper and social media adverts have gone 
out this week), and we will accept applications up to the 1st week of delivery; week commencing 23rd 
August.

UHI – update on 2020-21 strategic themes:
1. Review of tracking reports provided to schools; bring the two other APs in line with the 

current tracking used by NHC – this is being led by Highland Council and to date has not 
started.  We have, in the meantime, continued to use our current tracking system which is 
well received by all schools.  No further action by HC since December 2020 report

2. Website; continue to work towards a common branding across all three AP websites – a cross-
college meeting has agreed project aims and deadlines for website redesign.  Completed 
including the launch of the HSP (Highland Senior Phase) website

3.  Single resource list for all courses across UHI; Completed
4. Continue to grow our HE offerings; two additional modules to be added to the offering for 

2021-22; Sport and Creative Writing
5. Developing a robust procedure across the UHI Academic Partners for dealing with virtual 

applications and delivery; meeting this week to agree delivery AP for 2021-22.  Interim 
completion, awaiting potential revision of funding model across the partnership which may 
impact on current agreements.

Rural Health

Since my last report, I have attended an NHS meeting along with our Chair to discuss Caithness design 
with the management team and Louise Bussell, NHSH Chief Officer. I have requested a follow up 
meeting with Manager to review our strategic aims and to determine if NHS is in a position to work in 
partnership with NHC UHI at this time.  

With my current contract ceasing in December 2021, NHC will have to decide what areas of my 
current role are appropriate to fund going forward.  
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Title: NHC College Risk Register
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Recommendation(s)

The Committee is asked to note the current risk register.  The last amendment to the Risk 
Register was for the Board of Management on 14th April 2021 where the financial risk overall 
score was revised downwards given the improvement in the financial situation.

The Committee is also asked to note previous agreement that a new Risk Register is being 
developed along with the College Strategic Plan for 2021 to 2025 and when the process is 
completed the Register will be presented to the Board for comment and review. 

Purpose of report
To provide Committee members with monitoring information regarding the risks relevant to 
this Committee and identified in the Register.  

Current Situation
This Risk Register is being reviewed and updated along with the development of a new Risk 
Register for the next strategic planning period.  
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Date of Issue: April 2021
Revision Number: Version 7.7
Date of Approval: For approval 
Responsibility for Review: Interim Principal
Date of Last Review: Nov 2020

Committee is asked to endorse the presented 
corporate risk position.

Risk Register
2020/2021 
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Contents Page

1 Introduction 3

2 Scoring 5

3 Register of Risks 6

Notes:
 This document will be presented in its entirety to the Audit and Risk Management 

Committee at each of its meetings. 
 All pages showing change will be highlighted at each meeting of the Audit and Risk 

Management Committee.
 Each Board committee with review the status of all risks owned by that committee
 The Board of Management will be advised on current risk status in the reports from 

each committee meeting.  
 This document and the associated risk factors are residual risks once mitigating 

factors have been taken into consideration.
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1 Introduction

The Risk Register has been split into ‘Risk Areas’ based on the structure and contents of 
the NHC Strategic plan for 2018-20. Each areas has been assigned to a  BOM Committee 
for the purposes of monitoring and review, as set out below.   

There is no ‘Risk Cluster’ specifically identified for the Audit and Risk Management 
Committee as the overall management of Risks are within this Committee’s Terms of 
Reference.

At a strategic level, six risk areas are identified and the register has been formatted to 
clearly show firstly the allocation of risks areas to each committee and then the detail of the 
elements contained within each Risk, the mitigation measures applicable and proposed 
improvement actions. The template also indicates the likely direction in movement of the 
risk factor.

Our Strategic Aim is : Board Committee
 Risk Area 1: Curriculum.

The College will refresh and grow its provision by 
continually improving established courses and introducing 
new programmes in response to the needs of our students 
and stakeholders

 LT&R

Risk Area 2 : Services
 
The quality and reputation of our student services will
help make us the student destination of choice

LT&R

 Risk Area 3 : Research.

Our Research will be sustainable, widely recognised and 
will focus on meeting the key targets of the University of 
the Highlands & Islands

LT&R

 Risk Area 4: Finances.

To improve our financial standing by securing new sources of 
income, making best use of our resources and by managing risk 
effectively

F&GP

 Risk Area 5 : Staff.

Failure to attract, retain and develop a workforce                
committed to our values and the achievement of our 
mission.

 HR

 Risk Area 6 : Facilities.

We aim to provide safe and secure Facilities which will fully 
support our students and staff in achieving their goals

 F&GP
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The rankings shown on the risk register range from one (1) to five (5) against each criteria 
of likelihood and impact 

Low High
Likelihood 1 5
Impact 1 5
Risk Factor/Residual Risk = Likelihood x Impact

The risk factor will be classified as High, Medium or Low Risk

(H) High 16 – 25

(M) Medium 9 – 15

(L) Low   1 – 8
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2 Scoring

Likelihood:

5- Highly likely:

4- Probable:

3- Occasional:

2- Remote:

1- Unlikely:

Impact

5- Catastrophic: Catastrophic and unrecoverable damage to college 
infrastructure /reputation/staff or student relations

4- Critical: Major damage or impact

3- Serious: Serious damage or impact

2- Marginal: Minor impact or outcome

1- Negligible: Minor, little consequence

  
    5

    4

    3

    2

    1

  
             1  2                3          4            5    

5 10 15 20 25

4 8 12 16 20

3 6 9 12 15

2 4 6 8 10

1 2 3 4 5
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North Highland College Risk Register  2020/2021

Risk Area: 1 Curriculum.
The College will refresh and grow its provision by continually 
improving established courses and introducing new programmes 
in response to the needs of our students and stakeholders.

Board Committee

Learning Teaching & 
Research (LTR)

Risk Owner(s): Director of Learning & Teaching Likelihood of change in 
residual risk: 
1 very likely to fall,  5 likely 
to remain the same, 10 
very likely to rise
1-4 Green likely to fall
6-10 Red likely to rise

                                           

Un-mitigated Position                                Mitigated Position

5 5
4 4
3 3
2 2
1 1
0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 10

Elements of risk: Failure to;
1.1 Utilise modern and innovative practices to grow and provide high QUALITY and ACCESSIBLE 
learning opportunities.
1.2 Work with EMPLOYERS, partners and other stakeholders to ensure our courses meet 
economic needs locally and where appropriate regionally, nationally and internationally.
1.3 Work with partners to create NEW OPPORTUNITIES for students from other geographical 
areas.
1.4 Robustly review our curriculum using student feedback and established metrics to keep it 
relevant, of a high quality and financially SUSTAINABLE.
1.5 Communicate our VALUES to staff and students.
1.6 Meet the expectations of FUNDING agencies.
1.7 APPOINT and RETAIN high quality staff.
1.8 MAINTAIN or IMPROVE the College’s position on published Regional and National KPIs.
1.9 Failure to meet targets from funders due to COVID-19 pandemic impact
1.10 Provide adjustments to learning and teaching for remote study
1.11 Provide suitable and reliable IT equipment to support learning
1.12 Failure to complete delivery and assessment of College programmes

Existing controls or other actions to manage risk:
 DLT regular reports and updates to LT&R Committee.
 Assistant Directors of L&T Group (ADG) meetings and curriculum planning, monitoring & review 

activities.
 Principal/DLT/AD participation in UHI regional curriculum planning fora; PC, PPF, SMCT, 

Tertiary Working Groups, Quality Forum.
 Principal/Director participation on key Stakeholder groups; NHC Learner Council, DSG, CNSRP, 

Chamber of Commerce, DSRL liaison group, Highland/Caithness/Sutherland CPPs, DYW 
Regional Board

 Curriculum staff industry engagement with key sector bodies.
 Participation in Highland Council Schools liaison group planning.
 Networking with regional/national training partners; PGA, NSS, SGA, NHS, etc.
Existing information or procedures indicating how well risk is being managed:
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 SFC published College Performance Indicators and associated benchmarking with sector.
 UHI and NHC annual and in-year student recruitment reports.
 UHI National Student Survey, Red Button reporting/benchmarking, SFC SSES and NHC student 

surveys and quality assurance/enhancement processes.
 Regional Outcome Agreement (ROA) targets, objectives and performance monitoring

Actions planned to reduce or remove the 
impact or likelihood of the risk

Who When Completed (5)

Annual curriculum monitoring & review Dir LTQ 20/21 ongoing Engagement in 
wider academic 

partner CR 
meetings.

Membership of Caithness & Sutherland DYW 
Regional Board

Strategic Projects 
Liaison 

20/21ongoing Funding 
extended 

Engagement in Highland Council Regional 
school/college link programme

Dir LTQ + Schools 
Liaison Lead.

20/21 ongoing   Schools 
programmes 

commenced on 
campus Oct 20    

Stakeholder liaison/working groups (CNSRP, 
DSRL, DYW, NHS etc)

Interim Principal + 
Directors

20/21 ongoing NHSH liaison 
group meetings 
restarted.  Other 
meetings held 

virtually  
NHC Representation on key UHI Partnership 
planning fora; PC, PPF, single policy working 
groups.

 Dir LTQ 20/21 ongoing New Tertiary 
Reference 

Group (TRG) 
established .

Senior staff support to local HISA 
representatives and Learner Council 
operations.

Principal +Dir LTQ + 
Q&LE Co-ordinator

20/21 ongoing NHC 
Partnership 

Forum 
established. 

HISA Support 
Officer 

appointed
Implementation of National Bargaining 
agreements for pay, terms and conditions for 
academic staff.

Principal + HR 
Manager + Dir LTQ

20/21 ongoing  Ongoing ref HR 
update    

Annual course review discussions and action 
planning with Course Teams

CLG 2020/21 Ongoing

Curriculum leaders to look at opportunities to 
generate planned credits and Director of 
Business Development investigation options 
for online delivery.

Course teams + 
Director of BD

20/21 ongoing 2 new 
commercial 

courses being 
finalised for 

online delivery 
Potential for 

additional credit 
delivery limited 

Assurances being sought by SFC for quality 
monitoring activities

Interim Principal 20/21 ongoing In discussion 
with wider UHI 

partners 
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Course teams to complete course audits to 
identify gaps/challenges for remote delivery.

College IT staff to provide support and access 
to laptops and other services. With UHI 
providing Brightspace FE materials across 
partners.

Course teams + 
NHC IT

20/21 ongoing Ongoing work 
but more needs 

identified for 
staff laptops.  

The issuing of laptops for students to complete 
work. With regular contact between teaching 
and support staff with students (particularly 
those who are most vulnerable)

Teaching + Support 
Staff + NHC IT

20/21 Some laptops 
provided 

through SG 
funding. Means 
tested method

Colleges Scotland, SDS and SQA working 
group to develop guidance to sector to support 
alternative assessment models, grading and 
resulting of students/UHI  develop alternative 
assessment for degree programmes

Interim Principal + 
Dir LT

20/21 ongoing Reviewing at 
Colleges 

Principals Group 
and other 

relevant forums

Course teams to consider, and document, 
alternative candidate evidence for the relevant 
qualification to assess, for each student 
whether learning outcomes have been met

Course teams to plan alternative 
arrangements for learning, teaching and 
assessment when conditions allow where 
students are unable to demonstrate 
achievement of outcomes as a direct 
consequence of the college closure.

Course team 
leaders

20/21 As per 19/20 
ongoing 
business 
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North Highland College Risk Register  2020/2021
Risk Area 2 : Services
 
The quality and reputation of our student services will
help make us the student destination of choice.

Board Committee

Learning Teaching & 
Research (LTR)

Risk Owner(s): Directors of L&T and E&I Likelihood of change in 
residual risk: 
1 very likely to fall,  5 likely 
to remain the same, 10 
very likely to rise
1-4 Green likely to fall
6-10 Red likely to rise

                               

Un-mitigated Position                   Mitigated Position

5 5
4 4
3 3
2 2
1 1
0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Elements of risk: Failure to;
 

2.1 Meet the NEEDS of our students during all stages of the learner journey.
2.2 Work continuously with our students and stakeholders to make improvements in the 
QUALITY of the corporate life of the College and the overall student experience.
2.3 Adopt modern business practices and work collaboratively with our Regional 
partners to ensure our services are EFFICIENT and sustainable.
2.4 Communicate our VALUES to staff and students.
2.5 Meet the expectations of our FUNDING agencies.
2.6 APPOINT and RETAIN high quality staff.
2.7 Ensure our decision-making on developing Services is COHERENT and well-informed
2.8 Meet the needs of our students at all stages of the learner journey

Existing controls or other actions to manage risk:
 DLTQ/DBDregular reports and updates to LT&R Committee.
 Service and support team operational plans.
 Student Services Group (SSG) meetings and monitoring & review activities.
 Joint meetings of CDG and SSG managers in JOG forum.
 Service Managers participation at NHC Learner Council meetings 
 Service Managers membership of UHI regional communities of practice/single policy working 

groups,
 NHC LEAN systems initiative and staff development programme..
Existing information or procedures indicating how well risk is being managed:

 SFC published College Performance Indicators and associated benchmarking with sector.
 UHI and NHC annual and in-year student recruitment & admissions reports
 Monitoring of KPIs in Operational plans.
 UHI National Student Survey, Red Button reporting/benchmarking, SFC SSES and NHC student 

surveys and quality assurance/enhancement processes.
 Regional Outcome Agreement (ROA) targets, objectives and performance monitoring.

Actions planned to reduce or remove 
the impact or likelihood of the risk

Who When Completed (1)
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Annual service monitoring & reviews and 
operational planning.
 

 

SSG 20/21 ongoing   Overall SSS 
complete and new 
staff member to be 
recruited to support 

succession 
planning

Engagement by service managers + staff  
in arrangements for Highland Council 
Regional school/college link programme

Dir LTQ + Schools 
Liaison Lead

20/21 ongoing   

Service managers and staff supporting 
local DYW event planning and operations

Dir LTQ + Dir BD 20/21 ongoing  Virtual Jobs event 
planning ongoing

Service managers and staff involvement in 
UHI single policy environment working 
groups.

Directors 20/21 ongoing Further single 
policies planned

Service managers and staff involvement in 
NHC Learner Council operations

Dir LTQ + Q&LE Co-
ordinator

20/21 ongoing New NHC 
Partnership Forum 

arrangements 
implemented. 

Implementation of National Bargaining 
outcomes for pay and job evaluation for 
support staff.

Principal+ HR 
Manager

20/21 ongoing See HR Update – 
ongoing 

Development of UHI/NHC 
communications strategy for current and 
potential new students

NHC + UHI 
Marketing teams

20/21 ongoing

New arrangements to provide counselling 
and mental health support for students 
studying remotely.

Dir L&T Ongoing Funding available

Development of a new online induction 
and admissions process

NHC Registration 
Team

From August 20 
onwards

complete

All support service teams to develop and 
implement business continuity plans for 
home / remote working to be monitored by 
the NHC EMT.

NHC EMT From lockdown 
onwards

ongoing
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North Highland College Risk Register  2020/2021

Risk Area 3 : Research.

Our Research will be sustainable, widely recognised and will focus on 
meeting the key targets of the University of the Highlands & Islands.

Board Committee

Learning Teaching & 
Research (LTR)

Risk Owner(s): Director of the ERI. Likelihood of change in 
residual risk: 
1 very likely to fall,  5 likely 
to remain the same, 10 
very likely to rise
1-4 Green likely to fall
6-10 Red likely to rise

                               

Un-mitigated Position                   Mitigated Position

5 5
4 4
3 3
2 2
1 1
0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Elements of risk:

3.1 Failure to deliver EXCELLENCE in our environmental research.
3.2 Failure to promote environmental research locally, nationally and internationally through 
a tailored programme of OUTREACH activities.
3.3 Failure to increase the COMMERCIALISATION of our research and knowledge transfer 
activities.
3.4 Failure to enhance our student experiences through RESEARCH-INFORMED TEACHING
3.5 Failure to operate in a FINACIALLY SUSTAINABLE manner pre and post BREXIT
3.6 Failure maintain research, teaching and commercial income levels at pre-COVID levels
3.7 Failure to progress or complete PHD programmes
3.8 Failure to undertake lab and field work due to restrictions
Existing controls or other actions to manage risk:

 ERI Strategic planning process and plan and submitted to L,T+R Committee (R1,2,3,4,5)
 ERI Proposal Pipeline updated and submitted to F+GP Committee (R5)
 UHI Research Excellence Strategy and Research Committee (R1)
 Engagement with UHI Innovation Platforms (R3)
 Staff Appraisals (R1,2,3,4,5)
 UHI REF Managers Group (R1)
Existing information or procedures indicating how well risk is being managed:

 ERI Strategic Planning Document (R1,2,3,4,5)
 ERI Proposal Pipeline (R5)
 UHI REF status review and REF results (R1)
 HR Staff Appraisal process monitoring (R1,2,3,4,5)
 UHI Research Strategy 2015 – 20 (R1
 ERI REF log (R1)
 PURE Research Database (R1)
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Actions planned to reduce or remove the 
impact or likelihood of the risk

Who When Completed ()

ERI Proposal Pipeline:  updated quarterly & 
submitted to F+GP Committee (R5)

Director, ERI (or 
delegate), NHC 

Director of Finance

Ongoing

ERI Strategic planning – plan reviewed and 
revised  (R1,2,3,4,5) + submitted to L,T+R 
Committee

Director, ERI, 
ERI Theme leaders

Annually
(April – May)

Brexit – a. optimise EU funding opportunities 
prior to ‘Brexit’ b. watching-brief on post Brexit 
engagement with EU programmes (R5)

UHI Dir. European & 
International 

Development, ERI 
Director, 

All ERI Staff

Ongoing

Ensure staff appraisal process is effective and 
employed (R1,2,3,4,5)

 ERI line managers; 
All staff 

Appraisals May, 
Mid-term reviews 

November
Apply for module leaderships in relevant 
subject areas as available, and ensure R-T 
embedded in delivery of modules secured (R4)

ERI  Learning and 
Teaching leader, All 

Research Active 
Staff

Opportunistic / 
ongoing

Engagement with UHI Faculty Board (Science, 
Health and Engineering) and relevant UHI 
Subject Network Committees (R4)

ERI  Learning and 
Teaching leader

Ongoing

Engagement with UHI  University Innovation 
Fund in priority areas (Water Quality, Energy; 
(R3)

ERI Director,
ERI theme leaders

Ongoing Potential 

Intellectual Property Policy embedded (R3) NHC Director of 
Enterprise and 

Innovation; NHC HR 
Manager

September 2018 Completed.

Recognition and application of requisite 
(sector-relevant) terms and conditions for  
research active staff (R1,4,5)

HR Manager,
Director ERI, Interim 

Principal NHC

20/21 Awaiting paper 
from ERI staff

REF co-ordinator identified with membership 
of UHI Research Committee (R1)

REF co-ordinator, Ongoing to 2020 Timeline of 
REF 

assessment 
extended by 4 

months.
ERI REF log and PURE research database 
updated (R1)

REF co-ordinator,
All research active 

staff

Quarterly, 
ongoing

Exercise in managing expectations with 
funders / clients and increased promotion of 
online teaching / courses.

ERI Director Ongoing

Adaption of project / teaching / commercial 
work and (where possible) to Scot Gov policy, 
reschedule or re-profile activity with funders, 
collaborators and partners.

ERI Director Ongoing
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Board of Management

Title: ERI plan 2021-2 update

Meeting and date: LT+R 02/06/21

Author:  Stuart Gibb, Director, ERI, 27/05/21

Link to Strategic Plan: Yes – 
North Highland College, Strategic Plan 2018-20
Aim 3: 
Our Research will be sustainable, widely recognised and will focus on 
meeting the key targets of the University of the Highlands & Islands. 
Objective: to extend our environmental projects and activities as our 
primary contribution to the UHI research portfolio. We are committed 
to excellence in our Research, in the context of the UHI commitment 
to “Focussed Research”. We will further contribute to the University’s 
strategy to concentrate on enhancing its reputation for high quality 
and impactful research in specific areas of expertise (including those 
with a local economic impact).

Resource implications: No – other than those already in place 

Risk assessment: Yes:
North Highland College Risk Register  2020/2021
Risk Area 3 : Research. Relevant elements of risk 
3.3 Failure to increase the COMMERCIALISATION of our research and 
knowledge transfer activities.
3.5 Failure to operate in a FINACIALLY SUSTAINABLE manner pre and 
post BREXIT
3.6 Failure to maintain research, teaching, and commercial income 
levels at pre-COVID levels

Equality and Diversity 
Issues:

There are no equality and diversity issues within this report

Status – Confidential / Non 
Confidential

Non Confidential

Freedom of Information
Can this paper be included 
in “open” business

Yes

If a paper should not be included within “open” business, please highlight below the reason.

Its disclosure would substantially 
prejudice a programme of research 
(S27)

☐
Its disclosure would substantially 
prejudice the effective conduct of public 
affairs (S30)

☐
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Its disclosure would substantially 
prejudice the commercial interests of 
any person or organisation (S33)

☐
Its disclosure would constitute a breach 
of confidence actionable in court (S36) ☐

Its disclosure would constitute a breach 
of the Data Protection Act (S38) ☐

Other (Please give further details)
☐

For how long must the paper be withheld? 
(Express as either the time which needs to pass 
or a condition which needs to be met.)

Recommendation(s)

Purpose:  for information and comment

Committee are asked to note the latest draft version of the ERI plan, This, version, 2021-22, is a refresh of 
the previous year’s document: it seeks to bridge the ERIs positioning to 2022-23 when more significant 
consideration and revision will be required:
- Following approval of new UHI and NHC Strategic Plans and,
- In the context of a rapidly changing external environment which brings both challenges and 

opportunities as outlined in the document

Members are asked to provide written comments for consideration to the Director, ERI by 9 June 2021 
via the Committee Chair / Secretary 

______________________________________________________________________________
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Organisational context

The project to establish a university in the 
Highlands and Islands started in 1991 when 
Highland Council set up a steering group. The plan 
to offer higher education opportunities through 
existing colleges and research institutes meant 
that courses could be delivered to learners across 
the region without them having to leave home. 
The project, which received funding through 
the Millennium Commission, paved the way for 
creation of the UHI Millennium Institute in 2001. 
The partnership has awarded degrees from 2008 
and became Scotland’s newest university in 2011.

The university partnership now has the largest 
student population in Scotland, with nearly 40,000 
students studying college and university courses 
each year. It is a pioneer of blended learning, using 
video conferencing, online technologies and face-
to-face teaching to deliver education across the 
region and beyond. The partnership also has an 
extensive range of research expertise, focussed 
on the social, cultural and economic needs of the 
communities it serves.

UHI provides access to undergraduate and 
postgraduate study, and research opportunities 
through a distinctive partnership of 13 colleges 
and research institutions. Each institution has its 
own character and contributes to the distinctive 
organisation that is the University of the 
Highlands and Islands. Some are relatively large 
colleges in the urban centres of the region such 
as Perth, Elgin and Inverness. Others are smaller 
institutions, including some whose primary focus 
is on research. All, however, have a student-centred 
culture and an individual approach to student 
learning. In addition to the main campuses, UHI 
also provides educational opportunities through a 
network of more than 50 learning centres located 

throughout the Highlands and Islands, Moray and 
Perthshire. 

Academic Partners have their own micro-
strategies and employ the majority of the research 
staff, make their own investments and exploit 
local autonomy in creating research activity 
within the wider university strategy. This breadth 
and diversity of the UHI partnership adds strength 
and impact to the main UHI research themes 
at the local level, often based on our unique 
regional characteristics. It permits a growing cross 
disciplinary approach which enriches our research 
and allows UHI to collaborate at the highest level. 

UHI reputation is built on our innovative approach 
to learning and our distinctive research and 
curriculum – all enriched by the people, natural 
environment, economy, culture and heritage of 
the Highlands and Islands and its communities. 

The University of the Highlands and Islands 
partnership celebrated its tenth birthday 
(Monday 1 February 2021), the same day 
it welcomed its new Principal and Vice-
Chancellor, Professor Todd Walker. 

Some of its key developments in the last decade 
have included becoming the regional strategic 
body for further education in the Highlands and 
Islands, having over 69% of its research classified 
as ‘world leading’, opening a micro campus at 
the Hunan Institute of Engineering in China 
and gaining powers to award its own research 
degrees. Last year, an independent economic 
impact assessment found that the partnership 
contributes £560 million to the Highlands and 
Islands, Moray and Perthshire economies every 
year and supports 6,200 jobs.

University of the Highlands and Islands (UHI)

Our mission
To have a transformational impact on the prospects of our region, its 
economy, its people and its communities.
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North Highland College UHI (NHC)
North Highland College UHI is one of thirteen academic partners and research centres that make up 
the University of the Highlands and Islands. This unique partnership allows us to deliver further and 
higher education programmes at our campuses in Thurso, Halkirk, Dornoch and Alness.

Strategic Vision
North Highland College UHI will be an active and committed academic partner of the University of the 
Highlands and Islands, the United Kingdom’s leading integrated university. We will be recognised for 
the quality of our students’ experience and for their achievement. Our reputation will be built upon an 
innovative approach to tertiary learning and teaching and our distinctive research and curriculum, enriched 
by the people, natural environment, culture and heritage of the north Highlands. Whilst our primary focus 
will be on meeting the needs of our local area, we will also extend our reach regionally, nationally and 
internationally in areas of key strength and specialism.

Mission Statement
To have a transformational impact on the prospects of the north Highland area, its economy, its people 
and its communities. 

Core Values
Support Collaboration Openness Respect Excellence

Meeting the needs of our students

 
 

 
   

 

Learning &  Teaching 
Enhancement Strategy 
and Curriculum Planning

Learner Engagement 
Strategy & UHI Shared 
Service Strategy

ERI Strategic Plan
Financial Management 
Plan and Business 
Development Plan

Talent Attraction
Strategy and Staff 

Development Strategy

Estates and
ICT Strategy

Our 
Curriculum

Our
Services

Our
Research

Our
Finances

Our
Staff

Our
Facilities

Our “Planning, Doing & Reviewing” Partnership

The North Highland College UHI Experience

Management Teams Board of
Management Learner Council Departmental Teams College Committees

& Working Groups
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Environmental Research Institute (ERI)
The ERI is part of the North Highland College UHI. We have a rapidly evolving research profile and provide a 
high quality, vibrant research environment. Our young, highly-motivated team have the ethos of multi- and 
inter-disciplinarity securely embedded. The ERI has become a focus for promoting excellence in research in 
the region, largely due to the ability of its investigators to work with stakeholder, commercial, academic & 
educational organisations alike.

The ERI is a centre of aspiration that seeks to be internationally recognised for distinctive and innovative 
environmental science. We work with partners throughout Europe and as far afield as North and South 
America, Asia and Australia. With easy access to outstanding natural resources in the Pentland Firth and 
Flow Country, and a range of analytical and field equipment, we seek to address emerging issues related to 
improving our understanding of the natural environment. State-of-the-art laboratory, meeting and office 
facilities in our prestigious new Centre for Energy and Environment complement the facilities at our Castle 
Street base.

Learning is at the core of our activity and we aim to provide a high quality educational experience for 
all students whether undertaking higher education courses or studying for doctorate degrees. ERI is 
committed to making research accessible to a wide audience and our outreach agenda supports the 
school curricula as well as delivering benefits to the public, policy makers and the local economy.
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Strategy statement
The ERI is a centre of aspiration that seeks to address and advance understanding of contemporary 
environmental issues through high calibre research (including knowledge exchange), enterprise (including 
commercial and consultancy), learning and teaching and outreach activity.

We will use our proximity to outstanding natural resources combined with state-of-the-art facilities to 
build internationally recognised research capability. Our approach will be underpinned by strong, strategic 
partnerships and collaborations with academic, commercial and stakeholder organisations within regional, 
national and international contexts.

We aim to ensure that our work is highly significant to the advancement of scientific understanding and 
of tangible socio-economic worth. We will address new societal and policy demands related to improving 
understanding of the natural environment and to decarbonising modern society.

We will embed a flexible and highly responsive approach to deal with changes in the environmental, 
organisational, financial and political landscapes and implement a ‘segmented’ approach to ensure that 
we will realise our full potential in each of our strategic priorities, i.e. Research (including KE), Learning and 
Teaching, Enterprise and Outreach.

Vision Statement
‘‘To be internationally recognised for distinctive and innovate environmental science’

Mission Statement
‘Our mission is to address contemporary environmental issues and advance understanding of the sustainable 
use of the Earth’s natural resources. We aspire to excellence in all that we do and to provide dynamic leadership 
in environmental scientific research, innovation and education’

Strategic Priorities
Our work will be focused around the following strategic priorities, our ‘core activities’:

 z Research (including knowledge exchange)

 z Enterprise (including commercial and consultancy)

 z Learning and teaching

 z Outreach

To reflect the distinctive nature of each of these activities and the different operational contexts and 
environments, a segmented strategy has been developed. This ensures that aims and objectives are 
contextually relevant, that approaches and partnerships are appropriate and that outputs are optimised 
in each case.
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Structure

North Highland College UHI

Environmental Research Institute

Strategic Priorities

Research (inc. 
knowledge exchange)

Enterprise (inc. 
commercial & 
consultancy)

Outreach Learning & Teaching

Renewable Energy
& the Environment Carbon Water & Climate

Environmental Contamination
& Ecological Health

Environment, Economy & Society

Thematic Priorities

University of the Highlands & Islands
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Ethos and values
We value science, research and related activity that is:

 z Aspirational - characterised by excellence at all levels

 z Relevant - addressing contemporary environmental issues and ensure that policy, management and 
legislative decision making is informed by robust, high quality science

 z Recognised – regionally, nationally and internationally for quality and reliability

 z Distinctive – capitalising on the scientific strengths of the ERI and its partners and on the outstanding 
and often unique environmental assets of the region

 z Innovative – bring creative thinking into practice

 z Inter- and multi-interdisciplinary – an environment devoid of disciplinary boundaries and well adapted 
to addressing issues and solving problems

 z Collaborative – forming effective working relationships regionally, nationally and internationally with 
key partners from the academic, business, stakeholder and educational sectors

To reflect the distinctive nature of each of these activities and the different operational contexts and 
environments, a segmented strategy has been developed. This ensures that aims and objectives are contextually 
relevant, that approaches and partnerships are appropriate and that outputs are optimised in each case.
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External environment
The activities and ambitions of the ERI are currently set within a rapidly changing external environment 
including:

 z Covid-19 pandemic: The impacts of the international pandemic are extensive and far reaching. As we 
plan for a ‘post-Covid world’ we have the opportunity to consider how we can play a positive role in 
forming the ‘new normal’. 

 z Brexit: The UK’s exit from the EU will have broad impacts on its society, economy, governance, policy 
and international relations. These will shape the operational environment and funding landscape of 
education and research and the ERI must respond and adapt to this.

 z Global climate emergency: Our work is framed by the most significant challenge of our time, namely 
preventing and mitigating the impacts of anthropogenically driven climate change

These issues, individually and collectively, present significant challenges, but also opportunities. For example: 
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) note that ‘cleaner air quality, healthier 
water, effective waste management, and enhanced biodiversity protection not only reduce the vulnerability of 
communities to pandemics and improve resilience, but have the potential to boost economic activity, generate 
income, create jobs, and reduce inequalities’.

Green, just and resilient recovery has been highlighted by Governments across the world, including the Scottish 
Government who noted that -

“The natural economy is a vital asset in mitigating greenhouse gas emissions, responding to climate change, 
ending biodiversity loss and creating the new, green employment opportunities of the future”... we have 
committed to a ‘green recovery’ from COVID-19, one which captures the opportunities of our just transition to 
net zero. That means creating green jobs, developing sustainable skills and nurturing wellbeing. This approach 
recognises climate change as a human rights issue and the transition to net zero as an opportunity to tackle 
inequalities. It is an approach that is fundamentally important to the future prosperity of our people and planet. 

Scotland’s National Performance Framework (2018) sets an overall purpose and vision for Scotland and is 
intended to inform discussion, collaboration and planning of policy and services across Scotland, encompassing 
the public sector, businesses, civil society and communities.  It is Scotland’s framework to localise the United 
Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
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Image: Scottish Government: National outcomes are aligned with the UN Sustainable Development Goals

Through supporting ‘Green Recovery’ the Scottish Government aims to ensure ‘good quality, green jobs and 
ensures a fair and just transition to net-zero, leaving no-one behind’.

These principles are coherent with the increasingly popular concept of ‘Doughnut economics’ framework for 
sustainable development which combines the concept of planetary boundaries with the complementary 
concept of social boundaries. (doughnuteconomics.org/)

‘The Doughnut consists of two concentric rings: a social foundation, to ensure that no one is left falling short on 
life’s essentials, and an ecological ceiling, to ensure that humanity does not collectively overshoot the planetary 
boundaries that protect Earth’s life-supporting systems. Between these two sets of boundaries lies a doughnut-
shaped space that is both ecologically safe and socially just: a space in which humanity can thrive’.

Scotland’s National Performance Framework
Our Purpose, Values and National Outcomes

We have  
a globally  
competitive,  
entrepreneurial,  
inclusive and  
sustainable  
economy 

We are open, 
connected and 
make a positive 
contribution 
internationally 

We tackle  
poverty by  
sharing  
opportunities,  
wealth and power 
more equally 

We live in  
communities  
that are inclusive,  
empowered,  
resilient  
and safe 

We grow up 
loved, safe and 
respected so  
that we  
realise our  
full potential 

We are well  
educated,  
skilled and  
able to  
contribute  
to society

We have  
thriving and  

innovative  
businesses,  

with quality jobs 
and fair work for 

everyone 
 

We are  
healthy and  

active 
 

We value, enjoy, 
protect and 

enhance our 
environment

We are creative 
and our vibrant 

and diverse 
cultures are 

expressed and 
enjoyed widely

OUR VALUES
We are a society which treats all our  

people with kindness, dignity and  
compassion, respects the rule  

of law, and acts in an open  
and transparent way 

OUR PURPOSE
To focus on creating a  

more successful country with  
opportunities for all of Scotland  

to flourish through increased  
wellbeing, and sustainable and  

inclusive economic growth

We respect,  
protect and  
fulfil human 
rights and  
live free from 
discrimination

nationalperformance.gov.scot

National
Performance
Framework

Scotland’s National Performance Framework
Our Purpose, Values and National Outcomes
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Image: Kate Raworth and Christian Guthier/The Lancet Planetary Health

This rapidly shifting external environment and conceptual framework presents opportunities for the ERI. 
However, it will require the organisation to respond and adapt. Should it be able to do so we will be able 
to contribute to regional sustainability, National Performance Outcomes, and doing so help, in a small way, 
advance UN SDGs.
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ERI strategic aims
 General

 z To develop and sustain a vibrant and dynamic centre of expertise engaged in internationally 
recognised research and in learning and teaching, enterprise and outreach activity i.e. our strategic 
priorities. 

 z To optimise the contribution that ERI makes to the UHI’s mission of having a ‘transformational 
impact on the prospects of our region, its economy, its people and its communities’.

 z To make a valuable contribution to the portfolio of the NHC and advance its ability to serve the local 
community.

 Research (including knowledge exchange)
 z To address key environmental issues impinging upon environment, economies, societies and 
cultures of the Highland and Islands region and comparable regions around the world. 

 z To undertake environmental research that generates outputs of an internationally recognised 
standard. 

 z Engage in knowledge exchange activity that builds effective partnerships with businesses and 
stakeholders across the regions and makes a valued contribution to the local economy. 

 Enterprise
 z To develop and maintain a portfolio of commercial and consultancy services that are relevant and 
responsive to the needs of both private and public organisations in key economic sectors in the 
region.

 Learning and teaching
 z The ERI aims to provide learners with a high quality educational experience in distinctive curriculum 
areas that are informed by contemporary research practice allowing them to achieve their full 
academic potential and enhance their career prospects.

 Outreach
 z To promote environmental research locally, nationally, and internationally through a tailored 
programme of outreach, using relevant media platforms to reflect current working, and the skills of 
staff to ensure our research is valued and accessible.

 Organisational
 z To ensure an operational environment that is conducive to, and supportive of, our core activities.

 z To optimise the contribution that ERI research makes to advancing UHI’s development as a strong 
University ‘in’, ‘of’ and ‘for’ the Highlands and Islands.

 z To make an effective contribution to the portfolio of the NHC and advance its ability to serve the 
local community.
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To ensure an operational environment that is conducive to, and supportive of, our core activities including:

 External relationships
 z To develop a network of effective collaborations and partnerships within the regional, national and 
international contexts that promotes the ability of the ERI to address contemporary and emerging 
environmental issues. 

 z To ensure that our key stakeholders are engaged and informed and can contribute value to our 
strategy and activities.

 Financial
 z To ensure financial viability for the ERI though a balance of income streams secured for research, 
learning & teaching, commercial and outreach activities. 

 Staff and culture
 z To promote a culture conducive to creativity and innovation and characterised by aspiration and 
ambition. 

 z To continuously enhance the capability and excellence of the team through recruitment of highly 
motivated, high-calibre staff. 

 z To provide an environment that actively promotes professional development of all staff. 

 Facilities
 z To ensure on-going provision of estate facilities hosting state-of-the-art equipment and 
instrumentation to provide a high quality and attractive working environment for all staff, students 
and visitors.

 Policies and procedures
 z To seek to develop effective policies and efficient procedures that contributes to enhanced 
operational performance. 

ERI operational goals
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Strategic priorities
Effort has been focussed on developing segmented strategies for each the ERIs four strategic priorities: 
Research (and knowledge exchange); Enterprise; Learning & Teaching and Outreach.

1. Research (including knowledge exchange)
 Renewable Energy & the Environment
The ERI is located close to many of Scotland’s outstanding wind, wave and tidal energy resources, notably the 
Pentland Firth - the foremost tidal resource in the UK. Sustainable use of these resources will play a key role in 
achieving the Scottish Government’s ambitious renewable energy and carbon emission targets.

The ERI seeks to capitalise on our multi-disciplinary expertise to address environmental uncertainties and issues 
underpinning development of the renewable energy sector to support international low-carbon and net-zero 
development. We will do so by actively seeking and developing effective collaborations and partnerships, 
including with our UHI partners, within regional, national and international settings. 

Our team exploit distinctive blends of in-situ measurement, environmental survey, experimental, modelling and 
remote-sensing approaches. These provide new insights that are relevant not only to renewable energy, but 
also to ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impacts more generally within the fields of marine biology, 
behavioural ecology and oceanography.

As well as developing and disseminating environmental knowledge, we also aim to promote understanding of 
closely-coupled social and economic issues, including the relationship with other key sectors. This will assist in 
establishing sustainable industries that can have a transformational impact on the prospects of our region, its 
economy, its people and its communities. 

While renewable energy constitutes a main area of specialisation, we also recognise that our knowledge base 
and capacities are relevant to sectors such as oil and gas, and aquaculture. We will continue to explore the 
interdependencies of adjacent sectors.

Our work on Energy and the Environment must also consider broader social and economic impacts and we 
will continue to incorporate new environmental understanding into integrated sustainability assessments 
and models at community, local and regional scales in collaboration with the new cross-cutting “Environment, 
Economy, and Society” theme.

Our priorities are:

 z Renewable energy resource measurement – in-situ, remote-sensing and modelling approaches to advance 
understanding of tidal stream, wave, hydro and wind resources (temporally and spatially).

 z Energy vectors, storage and smart / micro grids – supporting optimal use of intermittent renewables into grid 
and off-grid applications, including remote communities and developing countries.

 z Economically and ecologically-sustainable energy transition and decommissioning – supporting the move 
to renewable sources, informing decommissioning and environmental and habitat considerations with pre- 
and post-decommissioning and pre- and post-consent monitoring.

 z Bio-physical and environmental interactions – understanding biological and ecological responses to changes 
in marine (tidal, wave, wind) and terrestrial (wind, hydro) environments, together with oceanographic and 
hydrodynamic drivers of biodiversity, and environmental interactions around renewable energy devices.

 z Ornithology – understanding the ecology of key species using techniques such as telemetry/bio-logging, 
remote sensing and observation.

 z Innovative sensors and platforms – development and application of novel cross-cutting approaches and 
technologies to gaining new environmental insights including drones, hydroacoustics, sensor fusion, 
computer vision, machine learning and big data.
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 Carbon, Water & Climate
The Highlands and Islands of Scotland are home to a range of habitats with unique biodiversity attributes, 
many of which represent the last remnants of near-natural environments left within the UK, as well as the 
northernmost refuge on the UK mainland for resident and migrating species. 

This includes blanket bog, a globally rare type of peatland that cloaks undulating landscapes in cool, high-
latitude, hyperoceanic regions and sub-polar islands.  In good condition, blanket bogs play critical roles in 
the regulation of water and in the local, regional and global regulation of climate, through sequestration 
and storage of carbon. With around 1.8M ha, representing >10% of the world’s blanket bog, Scotland has a 
key role in the global stewardship of this biome, and a world leader in large-scale restoration interventions. 
With £250M pledged over the next decade to support the restoration of degraded peatlands across 
Scotland, the underpinning science that CWC seeks to provide is more important than ever.

The ERI Carbon Water and Climate team benefits from unrivalled access to the Flow Country peatlands of 
Caithness and Sutherland: covering 4000 km2, they represent largest expanse of blanket bog in Europe 
and a site of global significance. There, we aim to deploy in situ data collection at a range of scales to 
complement the development of novel remote-sensing monitoring tools.  Our research also aims to 
better understand how these large-scale land use changes alter the freshwater rivers that flow out of the 
peatlands and into the ocean. These rivers ultimately link the terrestrial and the marine systems, but also 
play a vital part for the Highland economy through salmon fishing. 

We will continue to seek to influence the development of better practices and sustainable land management 
decisions by collaborating with ERI’s “Environment, Economy and Society” theme. This will allow us to 
incorporate the societal and economic impacts of land use change to our increased understanding of the 
environmental responses of the key Highland ecosystems.

Our priorities:

 z Peatlands in a changing world. 
Using a combination of field-based monitoring, controlled experiments and remote-sensing to assess how 
peatlands respond to the compounding effects of land use and climate change, including droughts and 
wildfires.
Coordinating of the Flow Country Research Hub, a network of >60 organisations and stakeholders with an 
interest in the Flow Country peatlands to facilitate access to researchers from across the UK and abroad.

 z Organic matter from source to sink.
Understanding the fate of organic matter as it leaves the terrestrial pools and enters the freshwater rivers 
and estuaries by combining field sampling, analytical chemistry and improving our estimates of greenhouse 
gases from oceans using remote-sensing technology.
Using analytical chemistry to assess how land use change on peatland (restoration, wind farm construction) 
alters water quality in freshwater systems (in collaboration with ECEH).

 z Sustainable land use.
Developing an understanding of the economic and societal impacts linked with peatland degradation, 
restoration and conservation both in a Scottish (e.g., Highland estates, traditional land use and its cultural 
importance) as well as an international context.
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 Environmental Contamination and Ecological Health
The ERI is located within the heart of the relatively pristine Highlands of Scotland – and as elsewhere, 
the environment, ecosystems and species of the region (and the ecological services they provide) are 
susceptible to pollution. A myriad and ever-increasing range of anthropogenic contaminants are now 
present in our environment – even in one as attractive as the Highlands; and, additional stressors (such as 
rapid climate change) are posing cumulative threats to biodiversity. 

At the ERI, we will engage in a range of highly interdisciplinary research to quantify the risks to and impacts 
of contaminants and stressors on biota at the molecular, individual and population level. Using our state-
of-the-art analytical chemistry facilities, we will promote a greater understanding of contaminants (i.e., 
pharmaceuticals, heavy metals, plastics) and their fate and behaviour, and develop new solutions and 
techniques to prevent and mitigate against negative impacts. In this context, our research will sit firmly 
within the wider global “One Health” agenda, which recognises that the health and wellbeing of humans, 
biota, and the environment are all closely connected and interdependent. 

We will undertake research that is highly relevant within the rural Highlands and Islands region, but also 
conduct a significant proportion of our research activity internationally. We will work in partnership to 
support and encourage knowledge exchange, and the development of new products and services within 
economically important sectors in our region and beyond (i.e., aquaculture, energy, food and drink, 
healthcare). 

Our team will work to promote globally sustainable solutions to complex problems, engaging with a 
diverse range of stakeholders and collaborators to apply fundamental and world leading applied research 
to real world challenges. We will use a combination of environmental monitoring, cutting edge analytical 
chemistry and advanced spatial/temporal modelling to inform and affect policy at local, national and 
international scales.  

Whilst our overarching focus will regard environmental contamination, impacts on ecological health, and 
mitigating against these impacts - we will also target several more specific Strategic Priorities in coming 
years (several of which clearly overlap with other research themes at the ERI):  

 z Sustainable wastewater treatment – developing new approaches to reduce contaminants entering surface 
waters, encompassing: novel wastewater treatment solutions, the repurposing of waste material for use 
in water remediation, engineered adsorption technology, low-cost/sustainable approaches (including 
constructed wetlands) and resource capture, recovery and recycling.  

 z Food safety and nutrition – quantifying food safety, quality and nutritional value – especially of less 
mainstream but regionally important human foods (i.e., game meat, seaweed, shellfish); assessing how 
variation in environment/habitat/processing impacts quality (spatially and temporally) and developing new 
ways to sustainably gain ‘added value’ from available resources. 

 z Co-stressors – seeking to understand how additional stressors (such as climate change, disease, dietary 
intake, etc.), interact alongside and in addition to chemical contaminants - to impact and pose heightened 
risks to wildlife and humans alike. Further encompassing the broader “One Health” approach and agenda.

 z Novel monitoring approaches – developing new approaches to monitor environmental contamination 
and change - and their impacts on ecological health; including new passive water sampling approaches, 
novel ‘biomonitoring’ techniques (i.e., to assess ‘emerging risks’ such as from antimicrobial resistance), eDNA 
metabarcoding and remote sensing.
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 Environment, Economy and Society (EES)
In 2015, UN member states adopted the ‘The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development’ which outlines 
a framework to encourage ‘peace and prosperity for people and the planet, now and into the future’. The 
agenda document emphasises that sustainable development requires a balance of ‘the economic, social 
and environmental’, recognising the interdependence between reducing poverty and inequality, improving 
education, healthcare, employment and quality of life, and improving economic prosperity, preventing climate 
change and other environmental protection, conservation, and remediation activities. 

Research at the ERI has previously been organised into three themes: Environmental Contamination and 
Ecological Health (ECEH), Renewable Energy and the Environment (REE) and Carbon, Water and Climate (CWC). 
Recognising the requirement for a broad and holistic approach to sustainability research, going beyond 
specific or localised environmental impacts, a fourth theme, Environment, Economy and Society (EES) has been 
established. EES will cut across the other three themes and develop core expertise in sustainability assessment 
across the three ‘pillars’ of sustainability, carbon footprint analysis and circular economy. The main development 
mechanism of the EES theme will be in leveraging existing ERI capabilities and strengths to develop parallel and 
complementary research activities exploring wider sustainability issues. However, the theme will embrace its 
broad scope in order to capitalise on other opportunities - especially in relation to issues affecting rural, remote, 
coastal and island regions/communities, owing to the location of the ERI in the northern Highlands and in line 
with the UHI mission to ‘have a transformational impact on the prospects of our region, its economy, its people 
and its communities’. 

Through ERI wide engagement, four priorities have been identified for development of the theme: 

 z Health, Water and Sustainability - life cycle sustainability assessment of novel water and wastewater treatment 
systems and exploring the relationship between health and water/wastewater including links with the ‘One 
Health’ concept (linked with ECEH). 

 z Plastics and Society - analysis of the economic and societal viewpoint(s) relevant to plastic use, disposal and 
damage caused to the environment and to ecosystems with emphasis on solutions that contribute to the 
circular economy (linked with ECEH). 

 z Sustainable land use - development of an understanding of the economic and societal impacts linked with 
land use and land use change, especially peatland degradation, restoration and conservation both in a 
Scottish (e.g., Highland estates, traditional land use and its cultural importance) as well as an international 
context (linked with CWC). 

 z Sustainability and Renewable Energy - assessment of sustainability issues surrounding both mature and 
developing renewable energy technologies with foci on marine energy, off- & onshore wind, and off-grid/
community energy systems (linked with REE).
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Learning and Teaching
As part of North Highland College UHI, one of the academic partners in the University of The Highlands and 
Islands, Learning and Teaching will form part of ERI’s core activities.

The ERI aims to provide learners with a high quality educational experience in distinctive curriculum areas that are 
informed by contemporary research practice allowing them to achieve their full academic potential and enhance their 
career prospects.

The ERI’s teaching activity will take advantage of the provision offered by the UHI (both in terms of delivery of 
courses to locally based students, by the UHI, and for the opportunity for ERI staff to deliver courses to a wider 
UHI audience). Additionally, relevant Programmes will be made available to locally based students to allow 
those interested in a career in science access to education and professional development.  We will also provide 
learning opportunities to a wider audience (including international students) through the provision of online 
programmes and locally based programmes (i.e. summer courses) for cohorts of students.

The ERI seeks to capitalise on the expertise of our research active staff in order to develop research informed 
teaching within the UHI curriculum. This will be achieved through the development of new Programmes, which 
reflect the research interests of the ERI, and through competing for suitable Module and Programme leaderships 
which become available through the University.  We will also seek to influence the allocation of Module and 
Programme leadership positions through appropriate channels.

The Learning and Teaching provision will provide opportunities for staff to teach, as well as a sustainable income 
for the ERI.  Effective marketing of Programmes, Modules and other teaching activity offered by the ERI will ensure 
we reach our target audiences for Learning and Teaching provision.

The strength and diversity of the ERI’s research community, together with its state-of- the-art laboratories, 
instrumentation and equipment provides a strong platform for the development of contemporary and distinct 
research-informed curriculum.   In addition, the proximity of the ERI to the outstanding natural resources 
(primarily the Flow Country and the Pentland Firth), means that our students have easy access to an exceptional 
‘living laboratory’. 

Our Learning and Teaching objectives are to:

 z ensure that current academic provision is informed by our research and delivered by research active staff

 z increase the number of staff actively involved in development and delivery of our curriculum and to support 
them in this enterprise

 z promote a spirit of enquiry amongst the students we teach to enable them to be independent learners and 
to provide them with opportunities to acquire the skills required to succeed in their chosen careers

 z increase the number of students recruited (regionally, nationally and internationally) and  improve  retention 
and progression rates 

 z enhance or develop distinctive new curriculum and in doing so meet the needs of prospective students and 
their current, or prospective, employers.

 z offer distinctive and attractive learning opportunities, using both traditional and novel modes of delivery, 
that enhance the quality and flexibility of curriculum provision

 z develop effective approaches of marketing our curriculum provision to target audiences

 z maintain the income generated from teaching, both in absolute terms and as a proportion of the total ERI 
budget
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Enterprise
In line with Scottish Government’s aspiration that research should contribute, wherever possible, to regional 
economic recovery and prosperity; and building on UHI’s intention that academia should respond to the 
development needs of communities, the Environmental Research Institute will work with key local sectors to 
develop and grow a commercial portfolio that makes best use of available skills and facilities, and contributes to 
ERI’s financial position.

Our Enterprise portfolio will seek to deliver practical, workable solutions that help local businesses transition 
to a greener, net zero economy, whilst also ensuring that we use our expertise and knowledge to help local 
communities contribute to Scotland’s response to the climate emergency. Within ERI, we will review our current 
capacity (skills and facilities) against regional economic requirements, responding to commercial opportunities, 
whilst developing new partnerships with local businesses through joint working and innovation.

In doing so, ERI will seek to build new collaborations and have a transformational impact on the prospects of the 
Highland area, its economy, its people, and its communities.

Our Enterprise work will seek to deliver environmental, social, and economic impacts that in the first instance 
seek to support regional recovery:

 z Towards a greener, net zero economy. We will seek opportunity to support local businesses to become more 
competitive whilst reducing their emissions, and at the same time explore and develop innovative solutions 
to supply chain issues across rural areas.

 z Supporting regional economic growth. ERI will work with land and marine based sectors to develop new 
services that help business transition to more sustainable energy sources, deploying our skills and facilities to 
support contributions by these sectors to the climate emergency.

 z Contributing to stronger/ more sustainable local communities. We will seek to support local businesses 
and communities to identify and address training needs and contribute to the development of low cost /
sustainable approaches to resource use

Outreach
ERI (Environmental Research Institute) is committed to making its research accessible to a wide audience to ensure 
people understand the importance of science in their lives. We utilise relevant media platforms to promote our 
research activity and widen audience engagement, whilst maintaining opportunity for community involvement.  
By contributing to STEM (Science, Technology, Environment and Maths) and creating opportunities to support 
school curricula, we help to nurture the next generation of scientists. Our outreach agenda encourages the 
dissemination of research and delivers wider benefits to the community, policy makers, development and 
environmental organisations and the local economy.  

The ERI seeks to promote environmental research locally, nationally, and internationally through a tailored 
programme of outreach, using the skills of staff to ensure our research is valued and accessible. We aim to:  

 z Actively promote - to increase public and political awareness of the research, knowledge exchange and 
teaching activities of the ERI and ensure that our science is readily accessible by the widest possible audience 

 z Build Networks - to develop and sustain relationships with key local, regional, and national contacts both 
virtually and in person, to ensure our research is relevant to current agendas and utilised by a wide section 
of society

 z Nurture the next generation - by developing an active placement programme which provides UK and 
international students with opportunities to work alongside our researchers and/ or gain experience through 
virtual mentoring and project involvement.  
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